


Dara Mens Micro active Sublimation shorts

Micro active
Lightweight fabric ideal for any kind of sport.

APP7290

Peachskin
Breathable fabric that wicks moisture and keeps 
cool and comfortable

APP7291

Prolight
Super soft and lightweight interlock fabric has a 
cool to the touch feel

APP7292

Akiro Mens Peachskin Sublimation shorts

Brik Mens Prolight Sublimation shorts

Get the team spirit going and be ready for action 
with custom shorts printed with your company name, team, 

logo, numbers, names, whatever you’d like.
Elasticated waist with drawstring.

SHORTS
Elasticated waist with drawstring

The size and fit can vary from garment to garment, and material to material, so the measurements shown above should be used as a guide only. 
Allow for a 1-2cm difference due to shrinkage and/or manufacturing.
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Elowen Ladies Micro active Sublimation shorts
APP7293

APP7294

APP7295

Nyla Ladies Peachskin Sublimation shorts

Seren Ladies Prolight Sublimation shorts

Micro active
Lightweight fabric ideal for any kind of sport.

Peachskin
Breathable fabric that wicks moisture and keeps 
cool and comfortable

Prolight
super soft and lightweight interlock fabric has a 
cool to the touch feel

The size and fit can vary from garment to garment, and material to material, so the measurements shown above should be used as a guide only. 
Allow for a 1-2cm difference due to shrinkage and/or manufacturing.
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Short Tights 
with Sublimation print

185g polyester spandex

APP7039

Sublimation Short Tights 
with reflective strips

185g polyester spandex
APP9065

Add a reflective strip on the front and back of 
your racerback & leggings for added safety.

Ladies Leggings With Sublimation print

185g polyester spandex
APP7038

The size and fit can vary from garment to garment, 
and material to materialso the measurements shown above 
should be used as a guide only.  Allow for a 1-2cm difference 

due to shrinkage and/or manufacturing.

Add a reflective strip on the front and back of 
your racerback & leggings for added safety.

Ladies Sublimation Leggings 
with reflective strips

185g polyester spandex
APP9064

https://giftssa.dubb.com/v/9ndwi8
https://giftssa.dubb.com/v/LSMStt

